Jet Ski Cover

MODEL: PCVJS10, PCVJS11, PCVJS12, PCVJS13, PCVJS14

WARNING

When transporting your PWC on a trailer or an
open vehicle be sure to use and tighten all the
straps—the cover could blow off and cause
injury to others.
CAUTION!

When transporting your snowmobile on a
trailer or an open vehicle be sure to use and
tighten all the straps—the cover could blow
off and cause injury to others.

Installation

1. Cover any sharp points with cloth or a sponge to
avoid stressing or tearing your cover.
2. Drape your cover over your personal watercraft
(PWC) with the tapered end marked “FRONT” at the
bow.
3. Pull your cover below the rub rail around your
entire PWC.
4. Your cover includes three straps that secure your
cover to your PWC (These must be used if you are
transporting your PWC on a trailer). Locate a strap
attached to the bottom of a triangular tension panel
along the hem. Run this strap under your PWC to the
corresponding buckle on the other side, clip it into
that buckle and tighten as needed. Repeat with the
other two straps.
5. After attaching ALL three straps adjust and tighten
all the straps so that your cover is snug and even
across your PWC. Roll up any extra length of strap
hanging below the buckle and secure it with the
rip-andgrip strap keeper at the end of the strap.
This will keep the strap from flapping in the wind
during trailer transport. For additional security tuck
the extra strap and strap keeper under the cover.

Trailering

To use your cover when transporting your PWC on
a trailer you MUST use all the trailering straps.
Before driving check that all straps are tight and
firmly attached, that the strap ends are secured
by the strap keepers and that the access doors
on the cover are zipped shut. After driving the first
mile, it’s a good idea to recheck your cover.

Care and Cleaning
If your cover becomes dirty it can be
cleaned with luke-warm water and a soft
brush. DO NOT USE SOAP or Dete rgent as
it may damage the protective coatings on
your cover. Line dry.
Storage
To avoid mildew be sure your cover is
completely dry before you store it for any
extended period in its attached tstuff sack.

